
Support 
calls cost 
$40 per 

call

Complete Restart Information

Users get the full picture of 

their device reboots

You control when and how 

often users receive 

notifications that they need to 

restart their workstations

Simple and user-friendly 

representation of Computer 

Security State

CPU and Memory utilizations 

quick access to component part 

and serial numbers

Disk Information alerts and 

provides users with tools 

self-remediate disk space 

issues

Everything is customizable.

You choose what your users 

can see and when they are 

alerted on

Hardware information such 

as Model, Serial Number,

at the fingertips to provide 

to helpdesk when needed

Users are notified if devices are in 

a failed or predictive failed state

View Computer IP Address 

(including VPN)

All OS information in one place

Quick access to Computer Name 

and Azure device id

Users often 
refrain from 

restarting their 
devices, which 

leads to various 
problems such 

as security risks, 
computer 

malfunctions, 
and unnecessary 

help desk 
inquiries

Windows 10 tile quickly

shows the device state

and computer name

Designed to grab users' 

attention every time 

they go to the start

menu

Users don’t 
know their 
workstation 
name or pay 
attention to 
the device 

state

Contact us

www.velessoftware.com

sales@velessoftware.com

"My Workstation improves the effectiveness of notifications, so people know when to take action. They are persistent, not popping up once and then going away. It also 

provides a dashboard view so users who may not even know where to begin to look doesn't have to search, important support information is right at their fingertips."

– Sean Ashley, Director IT Services

Reduce Support calls by up 

to 40%

Prevent computer failures

Minimize end-user downtime

Advance self-support

Increase first-call resolution

Improve security compliance

Easy onboarding, minimal 

maintenance and support

ROI within the first month

Fully customizable Windows 

toast notification

Notifications stay and wait for

a user to dismiss.

Users cannot disable

notifications from

My Workstation

Delivered directly from MS

store

No complicated packaging

Add your own Logo

http://www.velessoftware.com/
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